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CRESIDENT
P
OORDINATOR
’S C’SORNER
CORNER
I hope you are able to endure this hot weather and
that your gardens are not
completely fried.

This is very busy month of
the Sandoval County Master
Gardeners: The State Conference Committees are
working getting donations
needed for the Silent Auction, working on the goodie
bags for the participants,
and finalizing the program
and events along with any
last minute problems that
might arise. If you have a
donation, please go on line
and fill out a donation form
and submit it.

First I want to let you know
that at the July Board meeting we had to fill the position of Vice President following the resignation of
Janice Koehler and according to our By-Laws I submitted the names of two members for the Board to vote
on by secret ballot. Tom
Neiman was selected and in
his place on the Board as a
Member at Large Eileen
I hope that you can attend
Welch will replace him.
the event. Sam Thompson

and Charlene Spiegel have
put together an outstanding
group of speakers.
You can go onto the conference website at http://
nmmgcon2018.org/ and
check out all the speakers
and events planned. Hope
to see you there.
The Board of Directors will
meet on August 21st at 1
pm at the Loma Colorado
Library Conference room.

Continued next page

FROM LYNDA’S DESK
LYNDA’S CORNER
Drought conditions and
flash flood warnings at the
same time? Welcome to
gardening in New Mexico.
Are the leaves of your
plants cupping under? Are
the edges of your leaves
turning brown? Are the tips
of your pine needles turning
brown? Do your plants continue to wilt no matter how
much water you give them?
Welcome to gardening in
New Mexico. As temperatures get hotter earlier in
the season and set record
highs for longer periods,

gardening becomes more of
a challenge. As temperatures increase plants loose
water through the pores on
the underside of their
leaves. That’s why they begin to cup. Yes keeping
your plants well-watered is
important. But when temperatures are in the 90s,
your plants cannot keep up
with that water loss, no
matter how much water you
give them. Your plants shut
down in an effort to hold
onto that water. What are
some strategies you can use

right now to help your
plants survive? Provide
shade for your vegetable
and landscape beds.

Continued next page
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President’s Corner, continued
Remember, it is open to all members
and interns.
Lynda has let me know that the
County as approved our move to the
new office as soon as they complete
work on the space, maybe it won’t
take too long and we will have a new
home.
Remember that you need to get you
time sheets submitted to the Mem-

bership Committee by Aug. 31st. You
can estimate any hours that you are
planning on doing in the month of
September and include them in your
totals. Those with a computer will
receive a form in your email to use to
report your time.
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Please remember to submit your year
end summary reports to Lynda Garvin
by Sept. 15th so she can include all
the information in her annual report
of SCMG activities.

We are going to need volunteers to
Treasurer Johanna Johanson needs
help with the Corrales Harvest Festiall project committee chairs to submit val on Sept. 30th please keep this
their budget requests for 2018-19
date in mind to help us.
budget so that at the September
Board meeting they can be reviewed
Julia
and approved.

Lynda’s Corner, continued

mer. Make a plan for creating shade
structures or strategically placing
If you have not already, protect your drought tolerant plants that thrive in
plants from our intense sunlight and
our arid environment, as shade protemperatures. You can make simple viders for your less hardy plants.
frames from repurposed wood, metal, Mulch your beds with straw, wood
tomato cages, PVC pipe and use row chips, pecan shells, or other light colcover, shade cloth, or old sheets as
ored organic material. The mulch will
the shading material. Your creativity
hold water in the soil longer and keep
is your only limitation. For your land- the soil surface temperature cooler.
scape look at your sun and shade
It will also keep weeds at bay. Your
patterns during the height of sumplants will appreciate it. Lynda

It’s not too late!
Check out the Sandoval County Fair.
July 31-August 5
County Fairgrounds — Cuba, NM

Calendar
August
4
5
7
7

8
11
12
19
21
21

Home Depot Plant Clinic
Corrales Growers Market
Rio Rancho Tree Stewards
Poisonous or Peculiar? Class at Meadow
lark Senior Center
WaterWise Garden work session
Seedy Saturdays 10 am
Corrales Growers Market
Corrales Growers Market
SCMG Board Meeting
Newsletter articles due

22
23
25
26
29
31

WaterWise Garden work session
Integrated Pest Management: class at
Meadowlark Senior Center
Santa Ana Plant Clinic
Corrales Growers Market
WaterWise Garden work session
2018 NM Master Gardener Conference

For a full explanation of what, where, when, and
who on these calendar items, please click on link
or refer to the official SCMG Events Calendar.
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Science Triumphs

A few months ago Linda Walsh,
a 2018 SCMG intern, emailed
me (one of her mentors) worried about some spots on her
cherry tree. She said they
looked like tiny red bugs, but
since they didn’t move she
thought maybe they were some
sort of scale or mites. She
sprayed the tree with a lightweight horticultural oil, but didn’t see any noticeable results.

tree, (b) the spots were only
on the leaf stems, and (c) she
had sprayed with horticultural
oil without any effect. Then I
suggested that we approach
the issue like Master Gardeners
ought to – scientifically. I suggested that we meet at the Casita and show a sample to the
extension horticulture agent,
Lynda Garvin. At the same
time, we could examine the red
spots under one of the microThen, at the SCMG end of
scopes in the Casita. Then, if
training celebration, Linda ap- Lynda didn’t know what it was,
proached me and told me her she would be able to send a
continuing sad tale. In my infi- photo from the scope to NMSU
nite Master Gardener wisdom, I scientists (like Dr. Carol Suthersaid, “You sprayed with dorland, the bug expert).
mant oil, right? That should
have taken care of scale or
It just so happened that Linda
mites. Gosh, that’s weird.
was scheduled for her first hotSay, did you try these brownline duty the following Tuesies? They’re great.” And I
day, with veteran MG Sangeeta
headed back to the dessert ta- Kala McCandless, another of
ble.
her mentors. So I brought
Sangeeta into the loop. SanBut later I started feeling guilty
because I hadn’t paid enough
attention to her problem. She
was obviously concerned, because she had contacted me
twice about it. And I sort of
blew her off. So I emailed her
the next day, saying that I had
Mysterious red dots on a cherry
been thinking about the red
tree. Because they didn’t move,
spot problem and looking
the gardener thought they might
through some reference books.
be scale insects. Photo: D. Vines
I summed up the problem this
way: (a) There were a lot of
red spots on Linda’s cherry

geeta said she had just been
using the microscope with another intern while they were on

hotline duty. She said she
would work with Linda on diagnosing the cause of the red
spots.
On Tuesday, Linda took a few
samples of leaves with red
spots when she went to meet
Sangeeta at the Casita for hotline.
Sangeeta, being the crack diagnostician and ace microscope
operator she is, helped Linda
solve her problem in no time at
all. “Aha!” she cried, looking at
the screen. “It’s intuitively obvious to the most casual observer that these red dots are
neither scale nor mites, nor any
type of insect at all. These are
simply ordinary extrafloral nectaries.”
At least, that’s how she wishes
it had happened. Actually,
Linda researched what they
saw on the microscope and figured it out. So, the problem
was resolved exactly the way it
should have been – Master
Gardeners used their many resources to research a problem
and inform the worried gardener as to what action to
take. Which, in this case, was
none. And, in this case, the
worried gardener was an SCMG
intern.
(see “Science”, next page)
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Science, continued

When I got Sangeeta’s email
identifying the red dots, I figured she was trying to spoof
me, so I googled “extrafloral
nectaries” and found the following:

aggressively like they would do
to defend aphids or scale insects,
and keep the insects at bay.
http://
abugblog.blogspot.com/2010/05
/ants-helping-plantsextrafloral.html
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I went outside and checked my
own cherry trees, and sure
enough, there were the dots.
At least on my sweet cherry
tree. The pie cherry tree doesn’t seem to have them.
So Linda, Sangeeta, and I all
learned something new. And
now we’ve shared that information with you. Which is another thing Master Gardeners
do.

Cherries have a sweet way to call
for bodyguards: they secrete
nectar in red floral glands at the
base of each leaf - also called extrafloral nectaries. These are irresistible to black garden ants
(Lasius niger) and they secrete
nectar in small quantities so they
encourage ants to scout around
the tree to find the next leaf.
Should they encounter a caterpillar trying to get to the leave, or
an insect land on it, the ants act



Seriously.

Have you registered yet?
Time is running out.
Everyone who is anyone will be there.

August 31 - September 2, 2018
Register online.
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NMSU’s extended lavender study
produces varieties resistant to root
diseases
Date: 07/17/2018
Writer: Jane Moorman, 505-249-0527,
jmoorman@nmsu.edu

ALCALDE – Lavender is a promising high-value alternative crop for
small-scale growers in the arid
West and Southwest, especially if
agricultural researchers can find a
way to lessen the number one
problem for the growers – root
disease.
A study at New Mexico State University’s Sustainable Agriculture
Science Center at Alcalde may
have found several lavender varieties that have a natural resistance
against root disease.
Charles Martin, retired NMSU agricultural specialist and former
alternative crops researcher at
Alcalde, began research on lavender in 2003 while a faculty member of the university.

New Mexico State University research specialist Robert Heyduck at NMSU's Sustainable Agriculture
Science Center at Alcalde and Charles Martin, retired NMSU alternative crops researcher, look at a lavender plant that has survived an eight-year variety trial designed to determine which varieties are least susceptible to root disease by being tolerant to the conditions under which small-scale growers water their crops.
Of the 2,000 individual plants of the 31 different varieties planted, 131 plants representing 21 varieties have
survived. (NMSU photo by Jane Moorman)

(Lavandula augustifola) and lavandin (Lavandula x intermedia)
Lavender produces a high-value
essential oil that can contribute to have potential to do well in New
Mexico.
the overall profitability of smallscale farming situations.
“Of the first varieties investigated,
During the 2003 variety trial Mar- Grosso and Super, both lavandin
varieties, performed best in harditin determined that both of the
ness and yield,” Martin said.
two main commercial species of
lavender, English, or true lavender “However, for growers wanting to
enter the high-end commercial

lavender oil market, English lavender oil is more valuable than lavandin oil. So we conducted further field trials focusing on English
lavender varieties for suitability to
northern New Mexico environmental conditions and traditional
farming practices.”
See “lavender”, next page
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lavender, continued

After planting the trial, a family
In 2008 Martin began a second
health situation caused Martin to
round of investigation to see
retire and return to his native Illiwhich lavender varieties were
nois to care for his mother. Scileast susceptible to root disease
ence center superintendent Steby being more tolerant to the con- ven Guldan allowed the trial to
ditions under which small-scale
continue in Martin’s absence, with
growers water their crops.
fruit specialist Dr. Shengrui Yao
and research specialist Rob HeyOrdinarily conventional lavender duck assuming responsibility for
growers avoid root disease by
the lavender field.
converting to drip irrigation,
which has high up-front costs and “When I started the trial I didn’t
requires more maintenance. Addi- expect it to last more than three
tionally, farmers who rely upon
years,” Martin said. “As it turned
acequias for irrigation would need out, it lasted eight years, which
to invest in expensive filtration
fortuitously resulted in exposing
equipment.
the plants to a wider range of seasonal conditions.”
“Because traditional small-scale
agriculture in our state relies on
Lavender is a perennial plant that
acequia-fed furrow or flood irriga- can survive for up to 10 years.
tion, overwatering or freestanding water found in this form “This study proved to be a more
of irrigation creates conditions
realistic situation that actual farmthat promote Phytophthora and
ers would face over the life of a
Rhizoctonia root disease,” he said. lavender stand,” Martin said. “A
“This became one of the critical
typical three-year study would not
factors preventing small-scale
have had the conditions or the
farmers from adopting this crop.” degree of adversity that these varieties experienced.”
Martin planted more than 2,000
individual plants of 31 different
Over the past eight years, the
varieties to see which ones would plants experienced limited waterbe most adapted.
ing, dry winters, weed pressure
and two years of grasshopper in“I obtained seed from all over the festation. Twenty-two of the 31
world – the Netherlands, Czech
varieties – 131 plants – survived.
Republic, Bulgaria, France, Canada, as well as places in the
“The result has been the natural
United States,” Martin said.
selection of especially resilient
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individual plants. The survivors
are truly special,” Martin said.
“They are more likely to have disease resistance, drought tolerance, or other physiological traits
that have enabled the plants to
live so long under these less-thanideal conditions.”
To determine what those traits
are, Martin said the research
needs to be taken to the next
stage.
“These varieties could become
foundation stock and seed for future breeding purposes, developed with New Mexico’s smallscale traditional farmer in mind,”
he said. “Obtaining funds for further research and development is
critical at this point in time because the survivors in the field are
reaching the end of their natural
life expectancy.
“Taking cuttings for clonal propagation to ensure the continuation
of the plants, tissue culture to obtain virus-free research material
and distribution of germplasm to
other experiment stations in New
Mexico for testing under other
environmental conditions are all
preliminary steps to take in reaching the ultimate goal of getting
these valuable cultivars into the
hands of traditional farmers.”
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Gardening in the Desert
The key is managing evaporation!

By John Zarola, with Dudley Vines

Evaporation occurs due to intense sunshine, high winds, low humidity, and high temperatures—all of which we have in
abundance. Methods we can employ to minimize evaporation include
 Amending the soil with compost to improve water retention;
 Avoiding bare soil by mulching, shading, and cover cropping
 Putting the right plant in the right place
 Incorporating efficient irrigation options

AMENDING THE SOIL
Compost is decomposed organic material. Amending soil with compost improves water infiltration and retention. Because compost decomposes (adding
nutrients to the soil), it should be replenished every Spring and Fall. Compost
can be used as a topical application or mixed into the soil

MULCHING & SHADING
Garden Mulches are protective soil covers of various materials placed around
plants. Mulch reduces evaporation and overall water use, moderates soil temperature fluctuations, reduces weed growth, softens the effect of rainfall and
protects from wind, reduces soil erosion and compaction, and gives finish and
style to a garden. In addition, organic mulches decompose, improving soil
fertility. When mulching, leave a 4” - 6” gap from base of the plant. And,
importantly, irrigation water should reach the soil under any type of mulch.
Water is most efficiently applied directly to the soil.

THE RIGHT PLANT IN THE RIGHT PLACE
What are the “right plants”? To get the most from the water you use, plant
abundant producers like tomatoes, squash, peppers, and egg plant. Plant
drought tolerant vegetables such as black-eye peas, mustard greens,
pole/snap beans, New Zealand spinach, chili peppers, garbanzo bean, tepary
bean, amaranth, chard, and some varieties of tomatoes. Plant only what you
can reasonably care for in the time you have available.
Landscape with low water use plants suitable for our climate zone. Plant perennials (trees and shrubs) in the Fall – less heat means less stress on the
plant while the root system is being established.

Continued next page
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Continued from previous page
What about the right place? Here are some things to think about:
 Group plants with similar water requirements together
 Consider prevailing winds
 Consider microclimates - masonry walls
 Consider the use of movable pots and planters
 North side: Winter cold; Summer heat
 South side: midday and afternoon sun
 East side: morning to midday sun
 West side: intense afternoon heat in summer
 Provide shade using row covers, structures, arbors, lattice, companion
planting, or dense planting

EFFICIENT IRRIGATION
Water management options include rainwater harvesting, clay pot irrigation
(ollas), self watering planters (pots), jug drip technique, drip irrigation, soaker
hose, and recycling household gray water. Water early in the morning (before
sunrise) to prevent evaporation, water infrequently but slowly and deeply, and
water at the dripline, where the absorptive roots of the plant are.

Lastly, too much water wastes money, and too little can kill the plant. How do
you know if you’re watering correctly? You can check the soil moisture by feel,
and you should most definitely watch your plants for evidence of irrigation problems (see box).

Signs of Underwatering
 Soil is bone dry
 Older leaves turn yellow or
brown and drop off
 Leaves are wilted
 Leaves curl and become
brittle
 Stunted growth
 Plant is dead









Signs of Overwatering
Soil is constantly saturated
Leaves turn a lighter shade of
green, or turn yellow
Young shoots are wilted
Leaves are green yet brittle
Algae and mushrooms are present
Excessive growth
Plant is dead

This article is a timely reprint
from an earlier SCMG newsletter.

